
SCARING THEM OFF WITH GOSPEL? 
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Well, we made it to ten years! Ten years and two months, to be exact. Since we worshiped 

jointly with All Saints’ this Easter (as has been our custom), it wasn’t the best time to schedule 

an anniversary celebration. Easter is our reason for being church, to be sure; but that is a 

celebration of the raison d’être of the whole church, more than a commemoration of how one 

congregation traces its history.   

So ten years and two months it is. And as I studied the readings for this Sunday, I was tempted to 

depart from the lectionary, because Jesus’ words about “not peace but a sword” don’t sound 

much like the stuff of celebrations. But they do speak to what it means to be church, especially if 

we are trying to be honest and faithful in our proclamation. 

The problem is, trying to be faithful doesn’t win popularity contests; in fact, at times it can drive 

people away. And that doesn’t sound like the best kind of evangelism program.  Over the years, 

the ELCA and its predecessor bodies have been challenged to speak the truth and have met 

challenge when trying to speak the truth. The national church organization doesn’t often take 

sides on issues; however, the Presiding Bishop and other leadership point out injustice when they 

see it. But there is no universal agreement, even when it comes to issues of justice and truth. 

Because your truth and my truth aren’t always going to be the same. In a country where people 

are free to express opinions and speak their minds, if you ask four people to speak the truth, 

you’ll get five different opinions.  

Jesus warned us that trying to be faithful could cause division. I believe most expressions of the 

church have been challenged with exactly that.  What does it mean to be faithful, and what 

happens when my idea of faithfulness doesn’t seem to mesh with someone from another 

congregation, another denomination, or even someone else within my own church home? 

Of course, we know that trying to get to “truth” is not just a problem in the church, but pervasive 

problem we grapple with day in and day out. Leaving town yesterday, I grabbed the mail out of 

the mailbox and was met with the cover of TIME magazine: “The Lie Detector,” featuring 

special prosecutor Robert Mueller is the cover story. We can’t escape divided opinions. When it 

comes to just about any concern in our nation, there are many versions of truth, different 

understandings of what truth should be. 

What Jesus has to say to us in today’s gospel reading is that his is more than one truth among 

many; that is, we are pointed specifically today to the Jesus truth: that he is God’s Son, that the 

kingdom of God is being revealed in our midst, that God doesn’t consider anyone to be of less 

worth than anyone else. But those who proclaim the Jesus Truth will come up against resistance.  

That truth will be challenged by those for whom the truth causes discomfort.  The Gospel will 

comfort the afflicted while at the same time afflicting the comfortable. Those who profit from 

exploiting others they consider to be of lesser worth, those who see more truth in what they can 

buy or own and fail to realize that truth speaks its name in love and acceptance, generosity and 

trust. 

Being faithful to God’s truth means setting our egos aside. “A disciple is not above the teacher, 

nor the slave above the master.” That sounds a bit out-of-context to our 21
st
 century ears; yet I 
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think it is a helpful reminder that we are not gods, that I am not the center of the universe, that 

the world, the whole creation of God is bigger than my wishes, desires, or preferences. Or, as 

theologian David Lose suggests: “…truth is something we can confess but never possess.”  We 

do not create God’s truth in our own image; it is God’s truth that defines us! 

That’s probably a good thing for us as a ten year and two month old congregation to keep in 

mind.  That we are here, not because we have a monopoly on truth (because we don’t), we do not 

come to serve ourselves, but to serve the One who served, and to serve those whom God 

treasures. Emmanuel doesn’t simply gather for worship to relive the glory days or appeal to our 

Lutheran upbringing (not that there’s anything wrong with that). There is so much more: We 

gather in worship to be filled in order to carry that fullness out into the world. A professor of 

mine (Gordon S. “Tim” Huffman at Trinity Lutheran Seminary) said long ago: “The church is 

not church if it is not in mission.”  

As I was collecting thoughts on my keyboard in order to put a concise “Word From Our Pastor” 

in the Tenth Anniversary Program, I poured out a deluge of disconnected thoughts onto paper 

(much of that barrage of brainstorming edited out for your consideration); and in all of that 

thinking about our history as a congregation, I saw in Emmanuel (and continue to believe) we 

are a congregation that exists for the sake of the community, for the people beyond “us.” We are 

here for all of those “sparrows” treasured by God. 

That is what has allowed us to come this far, ten years and two months later; and that outward 

focus will allow us to continue to be a vibrant part of this community. It is, in fact, the sense of 

“community” that helps identify who we are: a mission community that respects and values one 

another (including those beyond these doors). We understand that we don’t have to have all the 

answers, or have all our ducks in a row. We don’t have to claim we have the right theology or 

the perfect way to worship; rather, we have come to believe that our mission is to be a living 

church that allows God to continue to mold and shape us.  We see our call this way: to place our 

whole selves in trust and service to the Good News of Jesus, confident that God will continue to 

organize, equip, nourish, and send Emmanuel to be Good News in this place. Along the way, 

God will still be helping us find our way—through our varied personalities and our collective 

journey to “truth”—so that we will better know, and show, the One who is the way, the truth, and 

the life, the One who calls us all “beloved.”  Amen. 


